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Lot Description Start price

1 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

2 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

3 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €
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4 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

5 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

6 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

7 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum

80 €
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- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

8 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

9 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

10 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €
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11 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

12 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

13 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

14 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours

80 €
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- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

15 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

16 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

17 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €
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18 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

19 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

20 Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros / hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (splash-proof), but 
also for indoors (bathroom, garage)

80 €

21 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours

100 €
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- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

22 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

23 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

24 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €
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25 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

26 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

27 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

28 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours

100 €
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- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

29 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

30 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

31 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €
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32 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

33 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

34 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

35 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours

100 €
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- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

36 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

37 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

38 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €
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39 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

40 InfraRed patio heater 2000W XXL
The Infrared "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- XXL = double length
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP24, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, eg terrace (waterproof), but also 
for indoors. (bathroom, garage)

100 €

41 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €
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42 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

43 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

44 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

120 €
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Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

45 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

46 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes

120 €
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- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

47 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

48 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away

120 €
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- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

49 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

50 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €
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51 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

52 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

53 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

120 €
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Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

54 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

55 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes

120 €
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- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

56 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

57 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away

120 €
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- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

58 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

59 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €
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60 Beautiful Infrared Patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be attached to the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on a stand (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m away
- Protection against overheating and tilting
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high quality 
stainless steel

120 €

61 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

62 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €
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63 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

64 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

65 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €
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66 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

67 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

68 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €
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69 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

70 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- heavy, stable base (with adjustment screws at the 
bottom for uneven ground)
- Adjustable in height, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater LUX 2000W + Remote”

50 €

71 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €
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72 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €

73 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €

74 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €
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75 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €

76 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €

77 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €
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78 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €

79 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €

80 Tripod stand for patio heater
- Makes your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your terrace, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc. ...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “Infrared patio heater 2000W + Remote”

25 €
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